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The cosmic SFRD in the JWST era

Mergers? Major? Minor? 
(e.g. Somerville+2001, Conselice+2008) 

Secular processes? Gas infall rates?
(Keres+2005, Bower+2006, Dekel+2009) 



The cosmic SFRD in the JWST era

Courtesy, 
Carlotta 
Gruppioni



Selecting massive and dusty galaxies as missing 
HST objects

Rodighiero+07

 the most efficient tool for 
identifing very

high-redshift galaxies, the 
Ly-dropout  technique, is 

not sensitive to galaxy 
mass but rather to UV flux.
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Contribution of “HST” dark sources to the stellar mass density
(selection from IRAC, ALMA, radio….):

Sun+20 (but see also Talia+20, Enia+22)

Stellar mass function 
@z=4

                             

 Rodighiero+07

Different population from LBGs!

These dusty and massive galaxies show remarkable star formation activity but are very 

rare and faint  ⇒ Need  for Deep and Wide near-IR surveys to statistically recover this 

population 



⇒ how to understand the potential contribution of Euclid in revealing a 
class of sources that are likely to represent the bulk population of massive 
galaxies that have been missed from previous surveys and are probably the 
progenitors of the largest present-day galaxies in massive groups and 
clusters?



EUCLID LINE VISIBILITIES: RED GRISM

Gabarra+22 in prep

Purely emission lines spectra

stacked spectra

EUCLID DEEP fields
EUCLID WIDE fields

z=1.94

z=0.95

+ Lyman alpha at z>7 with Blue Grism



High-z populations in the Euclid redshift desert
(always thought in combination to ancillary obs):

-  Photometric redshifts (including Machine Learning)

- Colours

- Drop-outs

- Line emitters embedded in broad-band photometry



⇒ SPRITZ simulation (Bisigello et al. 2021)

•The simulation is built from the Herschel infrared luminosity functions of different galaxy 

populations, and is based on a wide set of empirical relations to associate a spectral 

energy distribution and physical properties to each simulated galaxy.



First assessment on HIEROS 
(Wang+16)



Most HST-dark dropout galaxies are 
detected in continuum by ALMA

Credits C. Schreiber

ALMA continuum detection favor 
the identification of a class of very 

extinguished dusty starforming 
sources

Unknown population, need to get redshifts!!!

Wang+19 (Nature)



(Signor, GR, Bisigello  et al.  in prep.)

)



courtesy Laura Bisigello





















METHODOLOGY

Field: SMACS0723 NIRCAM + MIRI ⇒ magnification complicates but 
helps!

Selection: F444W detection / F200W non-detection in blind SExtractor 
matched catalogs (any a priori color cut)

Ad hoc photometry: refined photometry accounting for local 
background and contamination around each source ⇒ Marasco+22
Some no-detections might become very faint detections!

SED fitting: BAGPIPES (Carnall+18) with parametric SF histories 
(delayed declining + rising), wide range of parameter space: Av → 
6mag

Position in the M*-SFR plane with redshift



Castellano+22

How does this compare to recent JWST high-z candidates searches?

⇒ LBG selection! privileges UV blue and bright spectral types



The famous ones

GHz11 @z~11
GHz13 @z~13
Naidu+22

Maisie @z~12
Finkelstein+22

Triply lensed merger @z~11
Hsiao+22 (today on arXiv)



PENNAR at z~12: the highest 
redshift dusty galaxy?

PENNAR as  in Iani+22: ID 367

the highest redshift candidate in the 
MIRI 7.7um SMACS0723 catalog



HST-dark Xiao+22: 
[H]>26.5 mag & 
[4.5] < 25 mag



Stacked SED

visible  at short 
wavelengths



                       SFR density contribution

Xiao+22

1) The SFRD at z > 3 contributed by massive OFGs (log(M*/Msun) > 10.3) is 
at least two orders of magnitude higher than the one contributed by 
equivalently massive LBGs. 

1) The combined contribution of OFGs and LBGs to the cosmic SFRD at z = 
4 − 5 is about 0.15 dex (43%) higher than the SFRD derived from 
UV-selected samples alone (Madau & Dickinson 2014) at the same 
redshift.



Wang+19

Xiao+22

PENNAR

KLAMA

COLOR-mag diagram: comparison to Wang+19 ~HIERO selection

⇐ EUCLID+Spitzer    JWST ⇒



Comparison to the MS at different redshifts



Red and dusty 
low-𝑧 dwarf 
galaxies:

JWST dwarves 
are much more 

extinguished than 
traditional UV 

selection, with 𝐴𝑉
up to ∼5.5 mag

z<0.5



Cosmic Noon

Not much 
statistics

faint end

Av~2-4



3<z<7
The HST-dark 

territory:

⇒ dusty star forming 
sources 

consistent with 
HIERO properties 

(highly extinguished)

⇒JWST probes a 
much lower stellar 

mass range!



3<z<7 The HST-dark 
territory:

A quenched, dusty 
and massive galaxy 
at 𝑧∼5? Av~4.7mag

⇒A quiescent galaxy 
whose dust content 
has yet to be 
destroyed, a possible 
indicator of recent 
quenching??



and finally, high-z! (really????) Extinguished high-𝑧
star-forming sources:

We classify four objects at 
𝑧 > 8, with mature stellar 
populations, log(M∗/M⊙ )
∼9-11, that differ from 
already detected JWST 
sources at similar cosmic 
epochs for their extreme 
dust content
(𝐴v = 0.4−5.8mag)
⇒

unexplained by current 
theoretical model

tension with LambdaCDM? (Lovell+22)



CONCLUSIONS

● All the preliminary JWST photometric candidates require an urgent confirmation

● However, it is clear that the dark and extremely dark sources detected by Webb 
should include at least a few very high-z objects

● LBG only technique looses the dustier side of dropouts

● Our results suggests that JWST very red sources represent a dust rich 
population at different redshifts, previously missed even by HST and Spitzer

● New parameters spaces are being 
filled (low mass, high-z, obscuration) 



What’s next? Need for spectroscopic information .. ALMA → tentative detections up to now

OIII search Bakx+22

GHz13

GHz11

Yoon+22

z = 10.38, tentative [OIII] at <4sigma



Rest-frame near-IR spectrum of a typical local star forming galaxy, showing strong [SIII], HeI, 
Paγ, Paβ and FeII lines.

COMPLEMENTARY TO SPECTRAL SCAN WITH MILLIMETRIC INTERFEROMETERS!

For the most obscured and massive galaxies Hα can indeed be optically thick.  But 
for example Paβ can be 10–30 times less attenuated than even Hα.

The MIRI  spectrograph (slit or IFU modes) covers the spectral range between 5 
and 25um ideal to detect near-IR lines at z≈4 and measure spectroscopic redshift.

JWST is the right redshift machine
for these obscured massive sources!



Conclusions

We have just entered the golden age that will witness the 
understanding of the interplay of the physical processes that have 

assembled and shaped today’s massive galaxies. 

The synergy of EUCLID, JWST with the major past, current and 
upcoming facilites (in particular ALMA and ELT…) will be the 

stronger player of this exciting game. 


